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TOPOGRAPHY AND SURFACE GEOLOGY.
BY HENRY I3. ATHERTON.

BROAD band of silver through a carpet of verdure at nfidsummer, the noble Merrimack

flows southward through the heart of the territory vhich once comprised the ancient

towuship of Dunstable. The present city of Nashua lies on the western side of that

river, between Pennichuck brook on the north and the Massachusetts state line on the

south. Two considerable strealns which furnish all the city’s water power, the Nashua river and

Sahnon brook, enter the town and the state from the south and after a vain and rather up-hill
attempt to flow further northward, in imitatiou of the Contoocook thirty miles avay to the vest,

abandon the futile struggle aud discharge their

waters into the Merrimack, the one a few rods

’- above Taylor’s Falls bridge and the other a mile
:"? below at Edgeville. From an eminence, the. .. viev eastward toward the Atlantic is cut off by

Londonderry high ridge and Barrett’s and Bush
hills in Hudson and Pelham, but from the north
around to the southvest a series of beautiful blue
hills and mountain peaks are seeu in the dis-

tance, beginning with the gracefully rounded

outlines of the twin Uncanoonucs in Goffstown

eighteen miles distant, aud iucluding Joe Eng-
lish with its abrupt sonthern declivity iu New
Boston, Crotchet mountain, twenty-five miles to

the northwest in Francestown, Lyndeborough
monntains, the symmetrical peaks of the Pack

Monaduock and the broken outliue of Temple
,,a v:]m\ma,: wrrN:Ss." nountain about the same distance off--Grand

Monadnock seen betveen, and twenty nfiles further away--around to Wachusett at the sources

of the Nashua in the distant southwest. From Fairmount heights this panorama of the western

hills is beheld and the lovely village of Mont Veruon, on the green hillside fourteeu miles distant,

its white houses sparkling iu the morning sun, is easily distinguished.

To the casual observer this territory lyiug nearly midway between the mountains and the sea

might at first glance appear too flat and unbroken to be interesting. But it is not mouotonous,

there is much charming sceuery, and if the observer begins even a superficial study of the locality,

he cannot fail to be iuterested. The underlying rock is the ordihary granitic gneiss with here and

there crystaline schists, quartz and clay slates common in this region with a possible synclinal of

porphyritic gneiss beneath. In a few places the rock floor comes to the surface, but for the most

part it is covered with hard-pau gravel and sand, varying in depth from ouly two or three feet on

some of the higher hills to seventy-five or eighty feet in the Fairmount plateau.

A series of hills gradually growing less iu altitude extends southward from the Uncanoonucs

through Bedford, Merrimack aud Nashua, the last in the line beiug Long hill iu the southerly part

of the town. The rock of which they are composed is of great hardness, which perhaps is the

reason why they are hills at all, beiug able on that accouut to resist erosion.

I propose to present a study of the phenomena of the surface of this locality, and, so far as possi-

ble, write a history of the changes that have takeu place upou the rock floor of the region, both in

the productiou and distribution of the so called drift, and especially duriug the coutinuance aud

upou the close of the great ice age.

When one undertakes to write history he first cousults the oldest credible witnesses and then

exanfines the most aucieut autheutic records. A veuerable vitness of great weight aud dimensions,

in fact au enormous glacial tramp, was found apparently now very much at home a little distance
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north of Pennichuck brook and within sight of the Manchester road, who expressed a willingness to
communicate with his visitors. "Who was mayor 05 Nashua when you landed here ? inquired our
historian, to whom the granite monster replied" "I came here befor Nashua was a city, before Old
Dunstable was chartered, before the first white man arrived in New England. When Cross and
Blanchard were taken prisoners while making turpentine on the north bank o5 the Nashua in x724
they were carried by their dusky captors along the Indian trail at my feet; and when the relieving
party under Lieutenant French was ambushed and all but one killed, the report of their guns was
within hearing and their dead bodies were carried back by this p.lace. Long before "that the Nasha-
ways and Penacooks used to hunt their game with bow and arrow, where you now stand, and find
plenty of salmon in the waters of the Merrimack on t]e other sid of this ridge. ’Packs of hungry
wolves and the solitary bear sometimes found shelter on my flank’s, and, high overhead among the
branches Of the sturdy oak that once kept me company, the stealthy panther often waited for his
victim. Hannah Duston passed by me here on the next day after her bloody ex.ploit at the mouth of
the Contoocook, going to sleep that night at the house of ohn Lovewe11 at the Harbor, a very harbor
and place of refuge for her. Rogers and his rangers passed this way and Stark has visited me, as
have several generations of his descendants. Matthew Thornton was known to me; Lafayette and
Jackson have gone along the highway yonder, and Grant, the peerless-captain, has passed through
this valley at my feet. Oh yes, I consider, myself an old settler on the Merrimack."

"Where did you come from, how did you get here and how long ago did you pre-empt a resting
place on this ridge of clay slate ?" asked the mineralogist of our party.

’I came from that granite hill that you see in the distance at the north, and before I left my
nativ.e place, that rounded hill yonder was a very respectable mountain with dizzy heights, covered
with lofty pinnacles of rock and all its sides precipitous and steep. The same thing that ground off
the sharp edges of those Cliffs and flied the lofty peaks down to that rounded knob of rock brought
me here--ice. When I started_away all this country from Long Island-sound to Labrador Was
shrouded in slowly moving ice many hundred feet in thickness. I was thousands of years
performing this journey of mine, and I should have continued still longer to move southerly had not
the increasing heat of thee summer sun caused that immense sea of ice to grow thin and shrink back
toward the north, so that in passing over this ledge of slate, the ice beneath me could no longer bear
my weight, and, crushing through I became st-anded where you see me. If I could only have held
myself up for a few rods further and been borne upon the ice current of the MerrimaCk, which for
years after I lodged here continued to flow southerly, you might have looked for my shattered
remains along the right bank of that stream of ice, somewhere in Nashua, or perhaps, in-Massa-
chusetts in its lateral moraines,those ridges of stones that str6tch southwardly from the right bank
of the present Merrimack to the ocean. In those days, you know, the broad ice stream of the ancient
Merrimack did not, as the river does now, go trickling off to the northeast and out of its true course
behind its own moraines, but plowed its way straight through to the sea."

"I came here a good many years ago before the white man or the red man, the wolf or the bear,
the shaggy elephant or any other fom of organic life, so many years before that it is rieedless for meto
tell you how long, for you might not believe me, and you could not realize it even if you believed.
When, toward the end of the great ice age, my head first emerged from its tomb of ice into the free air
and welcome sunlight, no green thing was visible in all this region. But year after year as the
g!acial streams and tongues of ice gradually and irregularly melted, their places were at first occupied
by level sheets of water perched at varying heights all over the face of the country, and the ponds and
lakes slowly silted up with the detritus, the deep chasms and gashes made by the glacial plow were
filled Up and smo’othed over, and the water having found in many instances an outlet to the sea, the
surface of the earth was gradually covered with vegetation and became as you see it to-day."

When I was first exposed to the sunlight these Cracks and crevices that you now see in my
sides, these wrinkles of old age that now stretch across my face did not exist; but I stood beneaththe
sun a comely block of fifty thousand cu-bic feet of solid granite with a fine rosy flush on my feldspar
face and no moss upon my back, In that distant day thes friendly’ birches that now thrive upon my
decay would hardly have got a fo0thold UpOn my sides nor could the wild foxes, as now, have found
a lurking place Within the very marrow of my bones. But then, considering my years, I think I have
held myself together pretty well."
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Ot.r divinity student, who ought to have been at church that morning, began an inquiry about
Archbishop Usher’s chronology, but the erratic did not seem to hear, or hearing did not understand,
and interrupting his interlocutor, he continued

"That bowlder that you see to the eastward there among the trees is a kinsman of mine we were
born in the same locality and have travelled and lived together many years; you will be glad to make
his acquai.ntance." With these words our audience with His Highness closed and the oracle became
dumb.

Of the many witnesses consulted as to the condition of tfiis locality during the ice age and at its
close each tells the same story.

The records made by the ice both here and elsewhere, are authentic, for nature never lies, and
they are so ancient that by comparison the oidest inscriptions found in Egypt or Chaldea seem as
recent and modern as yesterday’s newspaper. People have only just begun to realize that at some
period of the earth’s history large areas of its surface have been modified by vast fields of moving ice,
thousands of feet in depth and thousands of miles in extent. Yesterday the glacial theory was an
ingenious though very improbable hypothesis, to,day it is an accepted fact and furnishes a certain
explanation of many phenomena hitherto regarded as hopelessly inexplicable.

The book of nature has never been sealed. The student, if he would, could alwaysopen it and
read. Its pages have offered infinite variety, excited wonder, piqued curiosity and repaid tenfold
every effort to translate the plainly written record; yet for ages nobody found the right alphabet,
nobody could construe the meaning of the cha:raeters he saw plainly engraved upon the rocks, and
hills. Like scholars surrounded by manuscripts in an unknown tongue, men of science were baffled,
though dimly conscious that the record of the earth’s recent geologic history lay engraved upon its
crust and was legible could they but obtain a key to the writing. It was Agassiz who found the
Rosetta stone that furnished a key to the mystery when he suggested the glacial theory and subse-
quently substantiated its correctness; yet nearly a generation elapsed before scholars were willing to
drop their preconceived notions and began to read aright the record made by the ice. The limits of
this paper will not allow us to follow Agassiz from his study of the Swiss glaciers to his successful
quest for moraines in Scotland, and his finding in New Hampshire a moraine more extensive than any
he had ever seen in Europe. Nor have we time with Tyndall, Forbes and Canon Moseiy to discuss
the formation and movement of the ice, nor with Croll to follow out the astronomical causes of the
recurrence of the ice age. But we will give our attention to things to be seen in this vicinity- to the
hieroglyphics which many may have noticed but which all have not yet deciphered.

If we go up Kinsley street nearly to the height of land southwest of the cemetery, we_ shall find
that the excavation made for the street has been deepened and extended a little at the north of the
travelled portion of the highway, leaving exposed several square yards of the surface of the granite
bed-rock. The contour of the rock seems to correspond with that of the top of the ground eight or ten
feet above it, and the surface of the granite, instead of _being rough and angular as One might expect
to find it, is on the contrary worn down smooth and polished. This surface is not quite plane, however,
and on close examination, certain parallel grooves and streaks, varying in width and depth, and not
following the 1-ine of cleavage, will be observed. These’ strie have a southerly direction and are
not all continuous. One may begin quite wide and deep, gradually grow smaller and then perhaps
suddenly end. They never waver in direction, however; and never cross each other. The hand that
held the graver was very firm indeed. Some of the marks and scorings are mere scrat.ches, others are
broad and deep. A few years of exposure of this crystaline rock in the open air, subjected to heat
and cold, to rain-and frost, will obliterate all the finer lines, 6nd change its glittering surface to a dull
and crumbling gray covered with lichens. Then only the larger and deeper grooves will remain.
Hence we shall have more diffic.ulty in finding the marks for which we are seeking upon rocks which
have been for years exposed to the weather.

Now if we cross the I-Iollis road and the railroad, and visit the extensive quarry of the Nashua
Manufacturing company, and are fortunate enough to find any of the rock undisturbed, from which the
earth has been removed, we shall discover the same phenomena. The rock is polished, the grooves
vary in size, a-re parallel and run in a southerly direction.

Across the valley two or three miles, on the other side of the Merrimack in Hudson, lying east of
the CathOlic cemetery, are a number of quarries, about which the uncovered bed rock, when swept
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clean of the soil, afford many fine illustrations of this polished work, with parallel groove sand markings
all pointing toward the south. When once one has learned to recognize and distinguish the marks
indicated, he will easily find many more examples of the same in this vicinity both upon rocks that
have been newly uncovered and upon those for a long time weathered. In fact if all the stones, sand,
gravel and clay were removed from the bed rock anywhere north of this latitude in New England, and
the rock floor of the country laid bare, we should find nearly every square rod of the surface smoothed
and polished, grooved and striated precisely as we find the spots I have mentioned.

Looking toward Nashua from the Uncanoonucs, one sees a succession of hills growing less in the
distance; some of them are knobs of rock, from which the earth has for the most part disappeared,
allowing us to discern their contour. VVe find the ascent of these prominences from the north to be
gradual and easy, while their southern declivities are frequently abrupt and precipitous. This is
notably the case with Joe English. This peculiarity is also quite obvious to any person who will take
the trouble to visit the rocky hill about four miles north of Nashua, iust west of the Manchester road,
in the southern part of Merrimack. This hill is of a clay slate formation extending from northeast to
southwest, and on top is mostly bare with here and there long stretches of moss interspersed with
patches of thin soil. On the northern acclivity, though much weathered, broad shallow grooves can
be traced for rods, and on that side the hill is rasped and rounded off as though some vast and
ponderous force had slowly ploughed and ground its way up the ascent, overcoming every obstacle,
cutting off every proiection, and wearing down every angle; on the southern face of the hill it is
evident the solid rock could not stand the immense pressure from the north, and, with nothing to back
it up on the south, it yielded to the enormous weight, cracked into huge blocks, which being crowded
out, toppled over the precipice and lay at its foot in detached masses, or were borne slowly away toward
the south by tte same irresistible force that tore them from the fastness of the solid rock. This
obscure Merrimack ledge, within an easy morning’s walk of our firesides, will tell us, if we will but
interrogate it sharply, the story of Winter hill and Long hill in Nashua and nearly every mountain
and hill and surface rock it si.t in New England. The rock in the pasture upon which as boys we
used to play and upon the southern extremity of which we used to sit and let our feet hang down
the steep sides, is a true roche mozttotee, well smoothed and graded on its northern side, broken and
precipitous on the south, where perhaps at the foot it has sheltered us when the north wind blew
too cold. If we go now and look at the old friend of our childhood we shall find parallel grooves along
its sides asthough made by the chariot wheels of the great northern god of force, the Scandinavian
Thor, as he drove over its surface with even reins, veering neither to the right or left.

This Merrimack witness tells us that before New Hampshire ever went through a period of
glaciation, her hills lacked the soft curves and rounded outlines which we see to-day, and that formerly
their summits were like the roofs and pinnacles of a great cathedral towering thousands of feet further
toward the sky; that Francestown may have been the Jungfrau, Lyndeboro the Matterhorn, and
Monadnock the Mont Blanc of our southern New Hampshire Alps, while sixty miles away across the
Connecticut, the Green mountain range may have formed the Jura of this New England Switzerland.
How many beautiful lakes lky shimmering between we may never know, for on that subiect our witness
is silent. But he tells us that every lofty mountain pinnacle was toppled over, every high peak and
dizzy ridge broken off and ground down and covered over with a vast depth of snow, which coming
more and more of it every winter, refused to go away in summer, but congealed into ice and grew
deeper and deeper untilMt. :ashington tells usit Was more than a mile thick, and it began to
move southerly and southeasterly in the line of the least resistance out over the floor of the Atlantic
ocean, and when it reached the vicinity of George’s Banks and Newfoundland, assailed by the sun
and the sea, to break off into great icebergs and float away iust as the ice is now doing from the
Humboldt glacier, a degree of latitude in width on the coast of Greenland.

Indeed, the interior of Greenland now is not unlike this country from Long Island to Labrador
during the great ice age. Mr. Edward Whymper, who ascended some of the high elevations near the
coast of Greenland, finds the surface of the inland ice rough and broken into crevasses and seracs of
gigantic dimensions, and the heart of that frozen land covered with ice which he estimated to be from
five to ten miles in thickness. By the side of such a great expanse of ice the Alpine Met de Glace is
like a rippling brook by the side of the stormy sea.
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During the ice age all New England, and with it all the northern part of this continent, was a

scene of desolation and Arctic solitude. No form of organic lifewas possible death reigned supreme
and the ice like a shroud covered the whole land. This lasted many years. The approach of the
continental glacier was doubtless slow, and to the rude inhabitants, who may have dwelt in this land,
imperceptible. Perhaps some aged chieftain, when, after long years, he returned to the snowy regions
with his savage tribe in pursuit of the shaggy elephant or polar bear, may have failed to discover
the crystal lake he had known as a boy, or the dark cedar forest which had been the hunting-ground
of his youth, yet, if such were the case, he may never have dreamed of the cause, and may have charged
his lack of success to the failing faculties of old age. Ever longer and more severe grew the winters,
shorter ana colder the summers. Arctic storms usurped the region of summer breezes and the dweller
by the glacier’s southern edge unconsciously followed his game and found his home farther to the
south on each recurring spring. As even nowmso little do we frequent the arctic regions if the ice
of Greenland were slovly approaching the sea line, proposing by and by to cross the straits on the
sea bottom to the main land, we should hardly be aware of it, unless we were able to compare the
condition of things there to-day with what it was a thousand years ago. Then we might learn that
where once were green and fertile fields now is found the perennial glacier, where, placed on dry land,
were the foundations of an ancient building now the waves of the sea have arisen and stay as if eager
to meet their kindred in the glacier from which so long ago they parted company. If the writer
understands the significance of the phenomena observed on the cost of Greenland another ice age has
begun and already in that region the ice fields have become so thick and heavy as to change a few feet
the earth’s centre of gravity, bringing the water up on lhe coast, iust- as a heavy weight on the side of
a boat causes the water to appear to rise on that side.

Geologists say a similar displacement of the Atlantic coast has occurred before, beginning in the
vicinity of New York and growing deeper toward the north until on the coast of Greenland the water
rose a thousand feet. We have not far to go for the cause when we consider the continental ice-cap
of the last great ice age. That extended south to the vicinity of New York. A few years ago before
a learI:ed society in Philadelphia, a young man from this vicinity who had assisted in the geological
survey of this state, Warren Upham, delighted his audience by tracing the great terminal moraine
of that continental glacier from the Banks to Cape Cod, Nantucket, Long Island, through New Jersey
and into Pennsylvania. Since then Professor Wright of Oberlin traced the extreme southern limit
of the ice cap to the Ohio river near Cincinnati and beyond, and later Mr. Chamberlin, of the U. S.
Geological survey, and the state geologists of some western states have followed the moraine across the
Mississippi and onward to the Rocky mountains. The displacement caused by the weight of ice might
well cause the apparent rise of the ocean level along our coast and cause that rise to appear greatest
on that parallel where the ice lay deepest, terminating on the parallel where the ice cap terminated.
If this depression of the continent took place as the geologists affirm and of which the writer knows
nothing from observation, then the land must have been well protected by its armor of ice more than
mountain high, for I have never been able to find inland along our coast or in the interior any
indication of the action of ocean waves and tides against hills and rocks.

As may have been noticed, our Merrimack witness also discloses the origin of the bowlders called
when away from the parent rock--" lost children," "foundlings," "wanderers" and "glacial tramps."
At the foot of the crag where they fell when pressed off by the great weight of moving ice above,
they are merely detached rocks; carried for even a short distance in or. under the ice the sharpest
angles are rubbed off and they become bowlders; carried still further they lose their angular shape
altogether, and, unless they still retain a considerable size, they become merely rounded pebbles, worn
and smoothed by attrition against each other. In the high lands and in the hard-pan hills where the
bowlders have been left undisturbed since the retreat of the continental glacier, the bowlders as well
as the bed-rock show plainly the glacia.1 grooving and strim. Bowlders of slate receive and retain
these glacial marks better-, perhaps than any others. For obvious reasons these scorings and marks
are seldom found on small bowlders of crystalline rock or on bowlders which have been moved from
their beds in the hard-pan, either by sub-glacial or post-glacial streams Of water, and hence they are
not of frequen.t occurrence in the Nashua drift.

The Word drift has been used to apply to the clay, sand, gravel and stones, which, here mingled
and-there separated, lie in apparent and aimless confusion all over the face of the country between the



bed-rock and the atmosphere. Its location, distribution and varying composition, its division into

bowlder, covered hills, terraced valley sides, and broad, Sandy plains, all show that it has, much of it,.
been through some kind of a sorting process, and such changes and transportations as naturally lead
us to inquire" What was the original source and condition of the drift What has moved and sorted
and changed it, and how--and re!atively, when--did it assume its present shape and form

Many a good geologist has been all at sea in regard to the distribution o the drift and has seen

in it only a confused and disorderly jumble, without rhyme or reason in its arrangement; here a hill

and there a sand bank, here a clay bed and there a gravel pit, and here again nothing but bowlders
and rocks, all the result, apparently, of pure chance. To the unthinking observer there appears
to be a great preponderance of drift, but in fact there is comparatively little of it and it constitutes
no appreciable part of the earth’s diameter. Yet the distribution of this drift was. no slight matter, but

was i1 reality one of the greatest works ever done on the earth’s surface, whether we reckon the

expenditure of energy required or the length’of time it took. Eight thousand miles of solid rock or

something equally dense; then, during the ice age, perhaps two miles of solid ice; on the top of that
fifty miles of atmosphere, and beyondthat illimitable space at tw.o or thre6 hundred degrees below
zero. The drift comes in between the solid rock and the nearly equally solid ice, a thin paste only
twenty-five or thirty feet deep on an average over New England, according to Mr. Shal.er, made by
the grinding of the ice southerly ov.er the rock.

By stepping into a marble worker’s shop when he is engaged in polishing a piece of marble or

granite we may see something akin to the origin of the drift as he slowly moves one piece over

another, keeping a supply of water and fine grit upon the surface, which in time becomes Smooth and

polished. If, instead of fine sand, gravel is used upon the surface and the tpper stone is moved in
one direction only, we shall find scratches and grooves upon the lower, Very much like glacial strie
on rock slate. The similarity of the process does not end here for the fine flour from the grinding of
the two surfaces gives the water a milky appearance as it flows away such as all glacial streams have,
and, if allowed to settle undisturbed, it forms a miniature clay bed. Marble is sawed in the same way

at the mills, just water, sand and moving strips of smooth, soft iron arranged like saws, and the solid

block is soon reduced to thin planes.
In denuding the mountains, excavating the valleys and eroding the lake-beds of New England,

the thin strata of paste and bowlders, pebbles, gravel and sand, between the ice and the bed-rock was
borne along als0 with the ice, but perhaps not always with the same velocity The friction of the
immovable rock surface below would serve to retard it and in some instances a projection of peculiarly
hard rock, or a very narrow valley across which it moved, may have ben the occasion and cause of
an accumulation 6f the material composing this strata.

Such. accumulationS, which have escaped the modifying effects of the melting of the great
continental ice-cap which once covered them, and bore them along beneath its weight are found all
over New England. They are generally in the shape of gracefully curved hills of regular out.line,
having their longest axis in the direction of the movement of the ice. Such hills are found in the
south part of Nashua, in Hollis, Nev Boston, Mont Vernon, Greenville, and Groton and Quincy,
Mass., and in Boston Harbor. In building the ailroad north from Plymouth toward the Profile house,
re.asses of the same material were found wedged into the valley so solid and close as almost to defy
the attempts of the civil engineer.

These h11s, sometimes called drumlins, are composed of hard-pan or till, as it is called by the
Scottish witers. It is not stratified. The clay and sand, the gravel and pebbles, and bowlders, great
and small, are all indiscriminately mixed. Thee bowlders are as liable to be near the surface as
elsewhere. This hard-pan has never been erated except for a short distance below the surface.
When mixed with water it becomes soft and plastic and flows like thin mortar. Though it will
hardly yield to the pick-axe or to dynamite_, it is easily displaced, removed and sorted by running
water. The hard-.pan was the original home and storehouse of all the drift of New England. For
whatever was here upon the surface before, the beginning of the first ice period was carried out into
the Atlantic by the ice advance, and it is evident that large portions of Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Rhode Island have been built up and raised above the sea level by the agency of the drift
brought down by the northern ice.
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These masses of hard-pan which I have attempted to describe are the ground moraine of the ice-
cap formed a.s we have seen beneath its weight on the rock floor of the continent. Sorted and
separated by the water, whether in the form of mountain torrents, sub-glacial streams, great rivers or
the floods arising from the melting ice, or all combined, the hard-pan has furnished the material for
the clay bed, the sand bank and the gravel pit.; and although in a certain limited sense the process
separation and deposit is still going on, when the freshets of spring reach the mass of hard-pan and
bear away its clay to the ocean or some still lake, and its sands to silt up, the slo{v running streams
and ponds below and leave the large bowlders near where they were deposited by the ice, yet it is safe
to assume that the chief part of this work of separating the rest of the drift from the hard-pan and
depositing it where we find it now was done by the waters from the melting ice at the close of the
ice age.

The phenomena of the disappearance and retreat of the continental ice cap and their effects on a
given locality have never yet been very fully discussed by any glacialist so one needsto proceed very
carefully-on this as yet untrodden ground. Yet here in Nashua within the 1.fruits’of an easy walk we
may derive some light on this interesting subiect, it is evident that the great southward moving
glacier-could-not have disappeared at once. Its retreat must have been gradual whether at the rate
of a few rods,or miles each year, it is hard to determine. There are indications that its general
retreat was attended with now and then a short advance. It may be that the phenomena at the
southern extremity of the ice sheet were repeated a hundred years later only twenty or thirty miles to
the northward

It is also obvious that there must have .come a time over amore or less limited extent when the
ice sheet became too thin to keep up its general southerly movement, so thin that it broke on the
height of land and shrunk back and in some places taking with it its ground moraine, slid into the
valleys, still, however, keeping up a southerly movement in a north and south valley unless such
valley was closed by these lateral slides.

For example, when stcha time had come here and the ice and" accompanying hard pan began to
slide from the surface of Long hill easterly into what is now the Merrimack, and from Bush hill in
IKudson, westerly into the same receptacle, instead of keeping on its former course south, it is possible
that the general Southerly course of the ice was still retained twenty miles to the north, so th.at the
tendency was-to keep up the movement of the ice stream down the Merrimack valley well defined in
width and volume. It was the pattern or cast of which the mould, the Merrimack interval, alone now
remains, and that has been nearly half filled up by the sand brought down from the north. Although
this ic9 stream lacked the steep incline of an Alpine glacier yet the movement was kept npby the
great pressure of snow and ice n6t far to the orth, say at _A_moskeag falls a pressure much greater
than would be found in the snow-fields of the Alps. Now, if this were the case, then the ice sliding
down from Winter hill, for example, at first reached and coalesced with the actual ice stream of the
Merrimack on the west, and with that of the Nashua on the soutti, then subsequently, as the ice melted
at the edge and all over its surface as well, these tongues of ice reaching down toward the two ice
rivers failed to quite touch them leaving 0nly a narrow hollow between. Then when summer came
and water fell in the form of rain instead of snow it would run down the surface of the ice, and, if it
found no outlet it would stand in the spaces at the foot of these lateral tongues of ice and the main ice
stream of the two rivef intervals. Anything on the Surface of either body of ice, in the shape of sand
or gravel or pebbles, washed down their sides and lodged in these open spaces.

I4et us examine the vicinity of St. Francis Xavier church on Chandler street. T-o build Chandler
street a high ridge was cut down thirty or forty feet, where the ridge Curves from east, to north parallel
to the Nashua river. ’he church .has been located in the same ridge, a little further to the north and
beyond the :little curve; in an excavation made for: the purpose, if 4re closely examine the sides of
the excavatiOn made for the street we shall see that the hill is made Up of layers of gravel and pebbles
as large as a man’s fist and some small bowlders as large as his head, all well washed and rounded.
Here are layers of black pebbtfs sloping Southerly toward the Nashua river and-two or three feet in
thickness. That kind 6f stone is found in its native rock nortti of Shattuck’s ledge toward Merri-
mack The ice-0n which these small stones rode came over the height of Concord stfeet and probably
over the easterly flank of Wintffr hill. In the section by the church we see thinner layers of yellow
sand sloping inward toward the west and away :fr.0m the Merrimack river. Ttlat sand came; down.
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the Merrimack river ice when it stood a hundred feet or more above the bottom of the present bed of
the river. It is thesame kind of sand as that borne on the current-of that river every spring. This
hill or ridge, which still extends westwardly from Chandler street, between Tolles and Canal streets,
though fast disappearing, being in great demand for gravel roofing and concrete sidewalks, was the
terminal moraine of the Shattuck’s ledge glacier. This moraine, with a break from Tolles street to
Railroad square--west of which beginning at Beacon hill between Amherst and Auburn streets-i
becomes the moraine of the Winter hill glacier (and perhaps of a great northwe.stern ice stream)
extends clear across the north part of the city, taking in Fairmount in its course, and around to the

steep banks on the Nashua. Thetwo saucer shaped depressions, one just west of Chandler street
and south of Lock, and the other on the site of Artillery pond on the North common, and the narrow
depression extending across the Wilton railroad to the Nashua river north of the Fairmount terrace,
are the beds of the lateral tongues of ice which reached down from the north, after .they had receded
from the ice rivers and corne to a stand-still. The clay found west of Chandler street, and for many
years used to such good purpose by the late Hon. Charles Williams in his foundry, is the paste made
by this lateral glacier grinding down over the surface of Shattuck’s ledge. When the water and ice
fell below the top of the dam made by the bordering ridge, which dam as we have seen the ice itself
had built up, the fine flour from the stone settled at the bottom, there being no current to take it away.
That sediment gave Mr. Williams his clay bed. This clay extends into Lock street near the residence
of the late Seneca Greeley and will be noticed by the pedestrian especially in wet weather. The
break in this moraine mentioned above, extending from Tolles street on the east to Beacon hill on the
west, is accounted for.by the fact that just before the final disappearance of the last remnant of the
continental ice cap a tongue of ice had gone down Concord street and across Railroad square, across
the Nashua river, and southward along Main street, pushing before it its germinal moraine as far as
the- northeast corner of the South common, and on the west side of it as .far as High street, and on
the east side as far as the Pilgrim hurch, and retreating left there sections of the otherwise continuous
moraine at the places indicated, where they constituted the considerable hills which were there found
by the first settlers, but which-hav since been dug down and carried away.

Going northeast" about seventr rods from the angle of the gravel ridge before described to an
excavation through it at Lock street, we find it is there formed of stratified yellow sands sloping away
toward the west from the Merrimack river at an angle of about forty degrees: The location, color and
character of this sand show that it came down the Merrimack on the ice when that stream filled the
whole interval of the river, being about a mile wide at this point and at least one hundred and twenty-
five feet deep, and that it was washed off in the water that ran off its side into an open space that lay
between the glacial Merrimack and the tongue of ice before mentioned which had then come to a stand
still and no longer at ttiis point coalesced with the ice river, but, through the influence of sun and rain,
had retreated from it a few feet. There might have been some water standing in this open crack along
side of the ice stream but there was some outlet for the water when it rose to this height; which fact is
shown by the absence of clay. Most of the wash which carried in the sand came from the glacial
Merrimack, but not all; for if we observe closely we shall see that a nearly lorizontal sweep across the
top of these strata, with a little incline toward the river, has been made as if by the sudden irruption
of water and gravel from the surface of the local glacier on the land side. How do we know it came
from the west or northwest Because it is a gravel made up in part of the dark colored slate found
between Winter hill and Merrimack. How do We know it was a sudden irruption? Because it
swept clear across the ridge and left a deposit of grave,1 three or four feet in thickness. On the bottom
of that layer and resting on the top edge of the strataof yellow sand which is cut off at an angle, is a

flooring 9f black slate pebbles three or four inches in diameter. The rest, though finer, is of the same
material. At the time of this irruption of gravel from the west, the ice extending across the
Merrimack interval must have stood as high as the top of these yellow strata, or.the layers of yellow
sand would have been cut down still lower by this torrent from:the hill over the local glacier ice
tongue. This sand bank not only tells its own story but also that of innumerable, similar deposits all
over New England. The finest debris from the broken rock floor is carried farther by the current of
the stream whether it be of water or of i6e. The slower the current of that stream moves the more
likely the smallest and finest particles are to be deposited. The very finest of the rock paste, unless
deposited where there is no current, goes on to the ocean. If deposited in perfectly still water it rms
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a clay bed. Fine, heavy sand falling off the ice stream in still water is put down in level strata.
Coarser sand, gravel and pebbles, as they glide off the ice stream’s edge, back up against the ice and
form strata at angles varying from twenty to twenty-five degrees and fro/n one-to three feet in
thickness. As the moving ice stream diminishes in depth, and even after it ha ceased to move, while
it still retains its general shape and features, even though its surface has sunk below the sand and
gravel ridges in its outer edges, both the ice stream itself and these lateral ridges are subject to
incursions of torrents of water bearing immense quantities of gravel, pebbles and bowlders from the
bordering hills and from the overhanging tongues and sheets of the glacial ice upon their tops.
Thousands of banks of fine stratified sand all over the country are thus held down by layers of coarse
gravel and small bowlders which have prevented the wind seizing them and transporting the
pulverized particles in moving dunes across the country.

This layer of dark slate, gravel and stones thrust nearly horizontally across the upturned strata
of yellow Merrimack sand here at the Lock street section of this grovel ridge solves another mystery.
It discloses the method o the formation of the valley terraces of New England and those of Scotland,
and of the fjords of Norway and of every other country that has once been g,laciated. Agassiz
explained the ’ parallel roads of Glen Roy"--a series of terraces around the sides of a Scottish valley
--as being caused by a glacier buiiding a series of transverse moraines one after another, each following
one lower than its pr_edecessor and these moraines serving as dams, held back the waters at different
times at the different heights of the existing terraces. So late as his journey to Brazil, he alludes with
some satisfaction to that early discovery. But he fails to show how a valley lake thus held in check
can receive and retain the material comprising the terrace and hold it at the level of the water’s edge
or that any such process is anywhere going on at the present time.

An early and frequent explanation of these river or valley terraces is that the river interval was
first filled up level across from side to side with the drift, which for that purpose is usually described as
lying in level strata, and then afterwards the existing interval was cut out by the water courses, which
were considerably intensified in order to perform that work. This is the explanation of the text book
writers, of Geike, the Scottish geologist, of Mr. Warren Upham, and of many others. Another
explanation which met with considerable favor a generation ago was that these terraces stood at the
water level and that a succession of them marked the successive steps in the gradual upheaval of the
continent. In trying to verify this theory Professor Hitchcock was perplexed by the fact that there
wag no connection between one set of valley terraces and another either as to their elevatiori above
the sea or in the height of each successive upheaval. Both these theories still find many adherents.
It is easy_in theory--to hoist and sub,merge again the continents. It is easier to talk .about the
drift in a valley terrace than to examine it carefully. It is not difficult to be pleased with the thought
of having made a great discovery in nature and yet to neglect to verify the deails. A lake or pond
silts up first at the upper end; no transverse moraine or other dam can be contrived to rrmke the still
water build up a terrace all around the edge of a pond at the water level, or place the gravel and
bowlders of the terraces in such position. Besides, as the Writer has discovered from numerous
observations, the valley terraces are not level they all descend with the valley often more rapidly
than the brook or river at its bottom. Thus a river near the mountains here in lew England was
found by the writer to have a fall of eleven feet in two miles, while a well defined terrace or/e aundred
and sixty-five feet above it fell forty feet in the same distance.

The reason why the slanting strata of yellow sand was not cut down any lower by that furious
irruption of water, bearing dark gravel and stones from the west at this section of the gravel ridge on

Lock street, can only be explained by the fact that there was something substantial and solid on the
east of that ridge and close along side of it that could not be overturned or washed away. There is
nothing of that nature there now, We know that what was there then and is gone now was the great
ice stream of the Merrimack. The ridge of sand along its side could be cut off lower than the top
surface of that ice against which it rested. When the water came with sufficient force the sand could
stand no higher than the top of the ice, but if the torrent came from the hills or 10ca1 side glacier the
top of the sand ridge was hrown over and upon the ice stream, and if the torrent came down or across
the ice stream the top of the sand or gravel ridge would be struck off, as a miller strikes off the fuI1
measure of grain, and the surplus thrown upon the other side of the sand ridge toward the hill
si_de, and thus the intervening space between the ridge and the bordering hill filled in up to the
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height of the top of the ice stream. The top of the ice stream in either event was the gauge of the
height of the terrace. The ice which held the terrace iu place and regulated its height has disappeared.
The bed-rock upon which it scraped and ground along has been silted over and covered up but the
terraces remain. The dam was longitudinal and not transverse, the ice itself and not its moraine.
North of Lock street the ridge becomes a terrace and extends northerly past the O’Donnell school
house, the Laton homestead and along the western side of the Merrimack interval, and the space
between the top of the ridge and the hill to the west is filled iu as before indicated.

Fairmount Heights, which overlook the city ou the northwest, constitute an elevated plateau
standing about two hundred feet above the sea level and about fifty feet above Main street. This
plateau is tventy-five hundred feet long from east to west and from seven hundred to twelve
hundred feet broad upon the top. It lies parallel to the interval of the Nashua which flows at its
southerly base seventy-five feet below. This plateau is nearly level, with, however a slight incline

"TILE ISI,AND"--A VlIUkV ON "rllE N,,\SIIU RIVER OF TODAY.

toward the east or down the valley of the Nashua. It can be reached in no direction except by
making a considerable ascent. It is all within a mile of the City hall. It constitutes a very large
and perfect glacial terrace, made up of sand, gravel, pebbles and small bowlders of gneiss, mica
schist and the dark slate found in the region lying to the north and northwest. The clay and fine
sand has been entirely washed out and carried away so that no water will remain on the surface and
to obtain any by means of wells they need to be sunk at least seventy-five feet. At the time this
terrace was formed the Nashua interval from Mine falls to the Merrimack was full of ice. This drift
which now constitutes the Fairmouut terrace probably was once the terminal moraine of a great
northwestern ice strealu, a remnant of the continental ice cap, and this moraine banked up close
against the Nashua ice stream, while some of its material no doubt is made up of the lateral moraine
of that strean. Before it was stricken off comparative level down to the surface of the ice stream,
(then from a hundred to a hundred and fifty feet deep), that moraine stood in irregular conical ridges,
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some of them perhaps fifty feet higher than the present plateau, and it took an immense force of water
to sweep off and level down the tops of these ridges. When that was done, the tongues of ice from
the north were also banked up against the moraine on that side and there they remained until they
melted, leaving the precipitous sides and deep depression still to be found toward .the Wilton railroad. *

When the general ice cap was on its course toward the south and southeast, after passi0g over the
site of the present city, it struck the mass of very hard crystalline rock composed of mica schist vith
streaks of feldspar, lying between the Merrimack and Salmon brook, the remains of which now
constitute Pratt’s hill and Long hill, and extending from the Harbor south beyond the state line. This’
rocky prominence was so hard it could not be entirely eroded, but was much rasped off and ground
down. When the ice cap on this hill finally disappeared it left the thin paste beneath it, in some
places not more than two or three feet deep covering the hill. There are also many bowlders, some
them of porphyritic gneiss which have come at least thirty or forty miles from beyond the Contoo-
cook. The ice disappeared so gradually that neither the water from its melting disturbed the ground
moraine nor did that moraine itself, though not held back by the roots of grass or trees or any
vegetation, slide down the polished and slippery sides of the bed rock except in a few places.

When the ice cap had rested from its labors on this hill, the ice stream of the Merrimack still
kept on its course and has left its lateral moraine stranded in gravel ridges along’its right bank, and
these ridges may be traced at an altitude of more than one hundred feet above present low water in
the Merrimack across the land of [. L. I-I. Marshall, near which they now furnish material for
the cement pipe works of Hon. Seth D. Chandler on the Lowell road. Traces of this ridge are found
running south from that point on the west side of the highway and further along on the east between
it and the railroad for several miles.

On the other side of the Merrimack one may begin on the west side of Otternic pond in. Hudson
and follow a corresponding ridge parallel with the present Merrimack and about half a mile east 0
for three or four miles southward. The ridge, irregular in height, is only eight or ten eet wide.o.n
top It stands from fifteen to forty feet abcve the adiacent land. Its sides are steep and nearly.devoid
of soil. It is composed of coarse gravel, pebbles and small bowiders, smooth and well rounded;. It
unstratified. Opposite where the ice stream of the Nashua united with-that of the Merrima:ck,
deflecting the latter to the eastward, the ridge rises the highest and appears i_n: succession of parallel
bow shaped hills with their concave sides toward the river. They are the..lateral moraines. 0f the
ancient Merrimack and stand from a hundred and ten to a hundred and forty feet above the roekyfloor
of that glacial stream. Beyond it to the eastward the lateral glacier and subsequently the larger, pond
that occupied the site of Otternic and Hudson Centre found an outlet toward the. east until the Waters
broke through this ridge where Otternic brook now runs, draining the pond to its present dimensions
and emptying its waters into the Merrimack. The westerly side of the ridge.is bankd-up with dr.iffs
of-fine sand blown up from the shores of the Merrimack by the prevailing northwest-winds. Toward
the southern "extremity of the ridge, on the farm of Mr. Fuller, the dune has been retarded in
easterly movement by the action of man, who now seeks to hold it back rom the destruction of the
fertile territory between. This lateral moraine is a kame and diers from an osar in befia.g laid down
in the air. Opposite this kame the main current of the ice must have been deflected aear. to the
eastern shore, rising above it for tha reason, and allowing the rubbish borne along on its surface to
slide down upon the eastern side, thus building up he gravel ridge. Within its walls are founl
bowlders of the coarse pink granite found in the vicinity of Manchester and which one sees in the curb
stones and flags of that city. lone of this granite is found in the moraines or gravel ridges west
the Merrimack. But they in turn hold many bowlders of Milford granite, which is .not found in the
Hudson kame. This is in accordance with the well known law that the material constituting the
lateral moraine of an ice stream is never transferred by the ice to the opposite side of the current.

The lakes and ponds which covered so large an extent of the surface of lew England during the
disappearance of the ice cap were held in place by barriers of the ice itself in the first instance, and
subsequently by dams built up by the ice as we have seen that the osar across Lock street was
produced.

This explanation o the ormation o the terraces in glacial regions was arrived at by the writer in x885 rom his
personal investigation o many terraces in lew England and northern lew York, anCl so ar as he is aware is original
with him. His conclusions were first given to the public in a paper read by him before the Nashua Fortnightly club,
February 6, 1888, and printed at that time.
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The extensive sandy plains about Nashua indicate the bottom of such a lake through which there
was a sufficient current of water to carry away to the ocean the clay in solution which the wash from
the bordering hills brought down from the ground moraines left bare by the ice cap. The rock bottom
of this lake is probably fifty Or seventy-five feet below the level of Main street, and was covered over
deeply with sand and gravel from the hard pan by the same water which carried away the clay. In
the same way the lake of Geneva is now being silted up by the stream flowing from the Rhone glacier.

At the close of the ice period, a barriermpossibly an ice gorge--near the state line caused the
waters to be held back, forming a narrow and shallow lake which extended northward beyond Goffe’s
falls, northwest to Amherst and thence along the Souhegan river for two or three miles, and southwest
up the Nashua to Mine falls. That part of Merrimack lying between the Souhegan and Pennichuck
brook was an island. Nearly the whole of Litchfield was submerged. In places this pond was four
or five miles wide and its surface was about two hundred feet above the sea level, and it varied in
depth from five or ten feet at the upper end to fifty or sixty in the vicinity of Nashua. At first it was
much deeperbut itwas rapidly silted up, especially toward the north and northwest extremeties. There
was a considerable current through the lake, sufficient to carry away nearly all the clay in the soil.
Many spots were still occupied by the ice and the faces of the terraces in many places were protected
from the action of wind and wave by glacial ice. Now and then huge masses were broken off and
floated away from their moorings until they became stranded on th bottom, and the silting up process
still going on around them, when they had melted and the waters came to depart, the hollows lately
occupied by these miniature icebergs formed small ponds without inlet or outlet, like Sandy pond, and
Round pond near the Amherst road. The bottom of these ponds in some instances is as low as the
surface of the neighboring rivers, and always lower than the rock floor of the surrounding hillsides, so
that they are generally fed with a lasting supply of pure water of a quality superior for drinking
purposes to that of such sluggish streams of the vicinity as are filled with the ooze of swamps and the
unfiltered wash of the surface.

Many other depressions in the sandy plain which once formed the bottom of this ancient lake,
though not deep enough to reach down to the water, were formed in the same way, and some mark
the places where, near the moraine terraces, tongues of ice were covered up when the gravel ridges
were struck off in the formation of the terraces, and these bodies of ice, until they melted, constituted
a part of the terrace and helped to hold up the surface earth to the general level of the terrace, but as
the ice underneath slowly melted away, the surface gradually sank down and the existing hollows or
"kettle holes" were formed.

’he disappearance of a series of such bodies o ice, either banked up with, or sbmerged by the
gravel, has resulted frequently in creating water courses, either upon the surface or underneath,
between the lateral moraine of the ice river and the bounding hills. An example of such underground
currents is found at the base of Winter hill, the water on the east side finding its outlet into the
Merrimack by the well known spring upon the Laton farm, and on the west, from the vicinity of
Concord street, through the North common, across Amherst street, under the Wilton railroad and
along at the northerly base of the Fairmount terrace, where it feeds a succession of ponds, around to
its outlet to the river at the never failing cold spring, much visited by boatmen on the river at the
"steep banks."
,’ The glacial ice, even that which upon the formation of the terraces was buried to a great depth
beneath the gravel, we have reason to believe is all gone in this vicinity. No phenomena, charac-
teristic of the Siberian tundra, like that observed upon the opening of the "frozen well" in Brandon
in the neighboring state of Vermont, has ever been-chronicled in this locality. People cannot drink
ice water from their springs in August even in the White Mountain state, l-low long ago the last
remnant of glacial ice stored away in Nature’s ice house, yielded to the combined strength of the
sun’s rays and the internal heat of the earth, and melted, whether it was a few hundred or a few
thousand years ago, no man can now say.

When the mean annual temperature of this region shall be lowered again in the coming aphelion
winter, and the snows of spring shall linger all summer through upon Monadnoek and Mr.
Washington; when they and their sister peaks and ranges shall again become centers of dispersion
for the ice, until, gradually deepening year by year, the glaclal plow shall again furrow all New
England and wipe off the face of the earth as with a sponge all the boasted works of man--all his
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mechanical, architectural and engineering achievements--when all thi.s shall come again the
astronomer may perhaps with tolerable certainty foretell; but we ourselves know, {hat, whatever of
that character nature has in store for this region, it is so far in the remote future it can in no manner

affect our 1ires or the lives of any who will have us in remembrance for we sha!1 then be

"As much forgotten as the canoe
That cr6ssed the bosom of a lonely lake

A thousand y.ears ago."




